College Park Replacement

The new housing project will be constructed on the existing Practice Field Parking lot. New parking lots will be created where the current College Park Apartments are located.

Bids were received on 2/26/15 at 2pm and are currently under review.

Locust Ave. Widening Project

Dominion mobilized and was onsite beginning 2/23/2015. While trying to lower the gas line a sewer line was discovered directly below. The gas line will now be relocated out into the road. Dominion will begin working nights on 3/2/15 from 6:30 pm to 6:00 am to limit disruptions to traffic flow. Traffic delays are expected during the hours that work is occurring. Motorists are advised to use caution. The contractor will resume their work after the gas line has been relocated.

Temporary Parking at Tennis Courts

Temporary parking will be provided at the Tennis Courts for students to use during construction of the new apartments. Bids were received for this work on 2/17/2015. We are waiting on documents from the low bidder to award contract.

Physical Plant has begun removing the split rail fence as well as equipment and box trailers from the site in preparation for work to begin.

RCB Classroom HVAC Replacement

On 2/25/2015 the new component arrived and was installed replacing the incorrect component installed by the factory. The new unit is providing heat to the classroom. Owner Training is scheduled for 3/3/2015.